Abstract -We present an approach to laser range scanning in which quality metrics are used to automatically reduce the number of measurements acquired from a scanner viewpoint in order to guide a minimally trained operator through the scanning process. As part of this approach we present improved versions of the orientation and reflectivity quality metrics, and introduce six new within-scan quality metrics: outlier, enclosed, resolvability, planarity, integration, and aliasing. These metrics are combined to generate a total within-scan quality metric for each measurement in the scan. The orientation, resolvability, reflectivity, and planarity quality metrics are used to divide the total field of view into regions based on their likelihood to produce useful measurements. A series of small high-density raster scans is then automatically generated to cover regions automatically identified as having a significant likelihood to produce useful measurements. All scans are then merged to generate a composite range image. The total number ofmeasurements in the composite range image is minimized by merging statistically close measurements using a minimum variance estimator weighted by the total within-scan quality of each measurement.
I. INTRODUCTION Currently absent in the field of medium-to large-volume scanning is an interactive system capable of automatically obtaining a complete high-quality model of a scene or object in situ using an automated system, or by guiding a minimallytrained operator through the scanning process [1] , while minimizing the number of measurements acquired. Some attempts have been made, most notably the work of Sequeira et. al. [2] , Blais et. al. [3] , and Callieri et. al. [4] [5] for small-volume scanning, in which an initial lowdensity scan is followed by a series of high-density targeted scans. In this paper, a multi-stage approach is presented in which quality metrics are used to adapt the scanning process such that the total quality of the final range image is maximized while minimizing the number of measurements acquired. Unlike Callieri et. al., this approach uses the strengths of each quality metric to tailor the scanning process to the surface being scanned. The quality of a range measurement depends on measurement uncertainty and measurement resolution; however, spatial uncertainty is also strongly affected by other environmental factors such as the type of surface material [6] , surface reflectivity [7] , distance to the surface [7, 8] , and incidence angle [9] . These environmental conditions must be detected in the data and combined with model-based uncertainty as metrics that further describe the quality of the virtual model. Few quality metrics exist in contemporary literature and those that do are limited in scope. They are often not used in conjunction with the physical properties and limitations of the scanner and/or surface. In this paper a low-density raster scan is used to perform a cursory examination of the environment, then various environmental factors are quantified using general-purpose quality metrics that relate to the physical properties of the scanner. These metrics are then used to both determine the quality of the measurements collected and to direct the scanning process such that the potential quality of the resulting composite range image is maximized with respect to the scanner limits while minimizing total scan time. Figure 1 shows the surface used in this paper to illustrate the process.
II. QUALITY METRICS
In this section, a series of both new and improved quality metrics are introduced. In all cases, the quality metric has a value in the range Ci['" = 1 (ideal quality) to Ci['"C = 0 (unacceptable quality) where metric refers to any metric presented in this paper. In all cases, the metrics are applied to measurements obtained using raster scans. In some cases, metrics are defined relative to their neighbourhood. In this paper, the neighbourhood of a measurement pi is defined as the set of all 8 measurements that surround pi in the raster scan, what is referred to as an 8-neighbourhood [10] .
an error margin based on the measurement rotational uncertainty [11 ] . The authors refer the reader to [ 12] and [11 ] for derivations of d'in, d7maX, and derr. All measurements with cires = 0 are defined as Unresolvable, meaning that surface features cannot be resolved at Ax based on a single measurement. Measurements with Cires > 0 are defined as Resolvable.
The planarity quality metric CpPlanar indicates whether the surface within the 8-neighbourhood of pi is locally planar. Stamos [15] defined a measurement pi as contained within a planar neighbourhood if all measurements in the neighbourhood of pi fit a regression plane and the orientation of all regression planes associated all neighbours of pi were in the same direction. A measurement pi that is contained within a locally planar neighbourhood [15] is assigned CiPlanar = 1; otherwise, it is assigned C'planar = U [11, 12] . Measurements in which CPlanar = 1 are defined as Planar; however, this should be interpreted as the measurement arising from a planar surface because a measurement cannot itself be planar or non-planar. Measurements in which CPlanar = 0 are defined as Non-planar.
The aliasing quality metric Cialia7 is related to the resolvability quality metric, but represents the likelihood that a scan is sufficiently dense to ensure that features at the desired surface resolution will be detected. The aliasing quality metric is found by A. New Quality Metrics IRijtLal Rfial R where the range measurement prior to postprocessing is represented by Riitial and the range measurement after post-processing is represented by Rfinal [11] .
The resolvability quality metric Cies is used to identify regions that cannot be resolved at the desired surface resolution Ax given the current scanner viewpoint to within a margin of error. This metric is found by Measurements with Ci'as = 0 are defined as Completely
Aliased because the distance to the most distant 8-neighbour after taking rotational uncertainty into account is too large to resolve surface features at or less than Ax. Measurements with CilaS = 1 are defined as Anti-aliased because the intermeasurement distance is small enough to make aliasing unlikely at Ax. All other measurements are defined simply as Aliased.
The integration quality metric represents the level of confidence in the accuracy of range measurements obtained using triangulation and continuous-wave laser range scanners that can be affected by the distance the laser travels during the acquisition period. It is obtained using is the user-defined maximum acceptable surface orientation with respect to the laser path [11, 12] . Surface orientation is a commonly-used quality metric [20] [21] [22] ; however, previous versions of this metric did not employ a maximum acceptable surface orientation as part of the metric. Measurements with c2rient = 0 are classified as Angled measurements, and arise from surfaces that are too highly angled so rescanning would yield measurements that would typically be discarded in post processing. Measurements with ciorient > 0 are defined as Non-angled measurements.
The reflectivity quality metric C07f is defined by°P
A. Anchor scan positioning It is important that the viewpoint from which the anchor scan is obtained be close enough to the object to maximize the quality of each measurement while ensuring that as much of the object as possible is within the TFoV. The anchor scan is the basis of the composite range image (CRI) that could be used to select the next best view so it should contain as much information as possible about the object. On the other hand, the anchor scan should be obtained quickly and in a fashion that is amenable to automating the process of selecting the anchor scan viewpoint. Finally, the anchor scan should provide as many high-quality measurements as possible to the final 3D model. These goals are achieved by performing a series of pre-anchor scans using the size of the laser spot, weighted by the measurement orientation and resolvability quality metrics. A gradient search is performed after each pre-anchor scan to predict a position and orientation for the scanner origin that is likely to reduce the average weighted laser spot size WSPOL. This search space is restricted by the scanner geometry [11] .
The optimal scanner position and orientation is approximated by minimizing the average weighted spot size. The weighted spot size of each measurement WiP is defined by (7) where w((j) is the radius of the laser spot assuming the surface normal is oriented along the laser path, and (i is the distance to the beam waist [11] . The volume bounded by w((j) represents the region within which 86.5% of the beam irradiance is contained [23, 24] . (6) where Pmin and Pmax are user-defined bounds on the acceptable reflectivity of the surface, and Pi is the surface reflectivity relative to a reference surface [11, 12] . Fiocco et. al. [22] had previously defined a reflectivity quality metric as a binary quality metric; however, their approach reduces the generalizability of the metric.
III. REGION-BASED ADAPTIVE SCANNING Region-based adaptive scanning consists of extracting the regions of the total field of view (TFoV) that correspond to the surface of interest, then scanning only those regions likely to contribute useful and non-redundant information to the model of the object being scanned. A low-density 256 x 256 anchor scan is performed to initialize the region map; however, prior to acquiring the anchor scan, the system guides the operator through the anchor scan acquisition process by iteratively suggesting an alternative scanner viewpoint that should yield a better quality anchor scan. The process terminates when no alternative scanner viewpoint would yield a sufficiently better quality anchor scan. Figure 2 illustrates the results of using the average weighted spot size minimization method and corresponds to the first row of Table I . The weighted spot size of each measurement in the pre-anchor scan was calculated using (7), then a gradient search was performed by virtually moving the scanner viewpoint in a direction that maximizes the decrease in the average Figure 1 could only be moved horizontally (along the z-axis) and laterally (along the x-axis), and scanner positions closer than 0.5 metres to the surface were excluded from the search space to avoid collision between the scanner and the surface. The target surface resolution for the resolvability quality metric was defined to be Ax = 2 millimetres. After three iterations, a local quality maxima was reached in which further adjustment of the scanner viewpoint was predicted to result in no reduction in quality-weighted spot size. and represents those metrics which must be of acceptable quality (Cetric tc> 0) for the measurement to be considered of acceptable quality [11] . The Complete region is initially defined by all Planar measurements. Sobel edge detection [25] is then used to transfer measurements surrounded by rapidly changing reflectivity quality values from the Complete region to the Rescan region. Finally, measurements in which the outlier quality value is less than an experimentally determined threshold CIohOt d are moved from the Complete region to the Rescan region, indicating that the spatial measurement changed significantly during pre-processing [11] . Figure 3 shows the region map generated for the surface in Figure 1 . The Unscannable region is in white, the Rescan region is in dark grey, and the Complete region is in light grey. face resolution Ax and the surface orientation ytj with respect to the laser path, and "err is an error margin based on the rotational measurement uncertainty of the scanner [11] . The subscan map is shown in Figure 3 in which solid boxes represent the effective scanning region while the dashed boxes represent the area covered by the raster scan.
D. Subscan adaptation
The coverage of each subscan is examined to ensure that the Rescan region has been completely scanned at high density and to ensure that no aliasing is detected. If portions of the Rescan region have not been covered by subscans then the overlap among subscans is automatically increased for all future subscans, and the unscanned portions the Rescan region are rescanned. By increasing the overlap each time Rescan region non-coverage is detected, complete Rescan region coverage was obtained after four iterations.
The coverage of each subscan is also examined to ensure that no aliasing is detected. If Aliased measurements are detected in the subscans then the sampling density is automatically increased for all future subscans to minimize the chance of Aliased measurements being generated. The amount by which the density is increased at each step is the density scaling factor So which is multiplied by 0sep to obtain the actual inter-sample distance 0sep =50sep (10) (9) The density scaling factor is initially So = 1.00, and is decreased each time Aliased measurements are detected. An absence of Aliased measurements was achieved in three iterations and an additional 68 subscans were required with an overlap of 4 and a density scaling factor of So = 0.75. At the next anchor position, the overlap and scaling factor would be re-evaluated to determined if further adjustments are required. Table II shows the reduction in scan time compared to a full, or non-adapted, scan of the TFoV. The effect of adapting the scanning strategy based on analysis of the anchor scan resulted in a reduction in total scan time to 41% to just achieve a surface resolution of Ax = 2 millimetres. The scan times in Table II do not include time for data transfer or moving the scanner.
F Quality-based Merging
A CRI is initialized with all measurements from the anchor scan. All measurements from each subscan are then extracted and the rotational distance between each subscan measurement and the rotationally closest (corresponding) measurement in the CRI is determined. Subscan measurements in which the rotational distance is less than the x2 difference between measurements are then selected to be merged using the quality-weighted modified Kalman minimum variance (weighted-MKMV) estimation method.
The weighted-MKMV method involves weighting the covariance matrices with the total within-scan quality associated with the measurement. Given a measurement Pi,CRI in the CRI with total within-scan quality CitjC/Rj and its corresponding subscan measurement Pi,sub with total within-scan quality Ctotal the measurement Pi,CRI is updated using wvi -Wi,CR Zi,CRI + Cisub 1i,sub is the weighting factor. In these equations, Zi,sub is the covariance of Pi,sub and Zi,CRI is the covariance of measurement Pi,CRI, and ctl and Ctotal are scalar. The covariance matrix estimate is updated using E. Total Quality Metric A total within-scan quality metric Ciotal is generated for each measurement prior to merging all subscans with the anchor scan to generate a CRI. The total within-scan quality metric Ci>otl is obtained using ctotal = cexcl 1 + Ci (11) where Ciaug is the augmenting quality average. The augmenting quality average Ciaug is found by cplanar + cnc + Cnt + Calias + Cout
5 (2 where CienC is the enclosed quality metric. If a measurement is completely enclosed within an 8-neighbourhood then CinC = 1 (enclosed); otherwise, Cinc = 0 (non-enclosed). If a measurement is an Enclosed measurement then cienc = 1; otherwise CinC = 0 and it is defined as Non-enclosed. The augmenting quality metric represents those quality metrics that are not critical to a measurement being of acceptable quality but enhance, or augment, the quality of the measurement [11] IV. CONCLUSIONS An intelligent application of spot size, planarity, orientation, reflectivity and resolvability quality metrics can be used to significantly reduce the number of regions scanned at high resolution, resulting in a significant reduction in total time spent scanning the surface. The anchor scan positioning method is used to automatically minimize laser spot size while ensuring that surface features can be resolved to at least the desired sampling resolution. Planarity, orientation, reflectivity and resolvability quality metrics are then used to automatically generate a list of regions within the total field of view that should be rescanned at high resolution. Subscan density and degree of subscan overlap can be adapted to compensate for measurement aliasing and Rescan region non-coverage. Finally, the total quality metric is used as a weighting factor when merging measurements to generate a composite range image. The multi-stage scanning approach presented here can be used in both fully automated scanning systems as well as systems that guide a minimally trained operator.
